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We study the propagation of solitary waves in a one-dimensional network of excitable integrate-a
fire neurons with axo-dendritic synaptic coupling. We show that for small axonal delays there exis
stable solitary wave, and derive a power scaling law for the velocity as a function of the coupling.
the case of large axonal delays and fast synapses we establish that the solitary wave can destabil
a Hopf bifurcation in the firing times. [S0031-9007(99)08852-3]
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Many cells in nature are excitable in the sense that
sufficiently strong stimulus will induce the membrane po
tential of the cell to undergo a large excursion, know
as an action potential, before coming back to rest. E
amples include cardiac cells, smooth muscle cells, s
cretory cells, and most neurons. Excitability is a usef
property since it confers on a cell the ability to trans
mit signals reliably in the presence of noise. An inte
esting feature of spatially extended excitable systems
that they can support the propagation of solitary wav
in the form of traveling fronts and pulses and, in th
case of two-dimensional networks, more complex ge
metrical structures such as spirals. (For a recent revie
see Ref. [1] and references therein.) Most studies of e
citable waves assume that the underlying mechanism
wave propagation is diffusive in nature, as exemplified b
an action potential traveling along an axon. However,
number of recent experimental studies have revealed
propagation of synaptically generated waves in slices
excitable neural tissue taken from the cortex [2,3], hip
pocampus [4,5], and thalamus [6]. Such waves have a
been observed in detailed computational models of neu
tissue treated as a one-dimensional continuum [3–5,
A simplified integrate-and-fire (IF) version of these mod
els has been analyzed by Ermentrout [8], who derived
self-consistency condition for the velocity of a solitary
pulse and showed that there exists a fast solution bran
and a slow solution branch. Moreover, the velocity o
a fast wave scales as a power of the coupling streng
Although the stability of these waves was not addresse
numerical evidence suggested that the fast (slow) wave
stable (unstable).

In this Letter, we analyze the stability of solitary wave
in a spatially distributed network of synaptically couple
excitable IF neurons. We prove that in the case of sm
axonal delays fast solitary waves are stable, whereas s
waves are unstable. Moreover, we establish that in t
case of large axonal delays and fast synapses, a fast w
can itself destabilize due to a Hopf bifurcation in th
firing times. To formulate the basic problem, conside
a one-dimensional network of IF neurons with excitator
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coupling evolving according to the equation

≠V sx, td
≠t

 I0 2
V sx, td

tm
1 Isx, td . (1)

HereV sx, td denotes the membrane potential of the neur
at x [ R at time t, tm is the membrane time constan
I0 is a constant external input, andIsx, td is the total
synaptic input into the cell. Equation (1) is supplement
by the reset conditionV sx, t1d  0 wheneverV sx, td  h,
where h is the threshold for firing. We seth  1 and
tm  1 for convenience. This fixes the units of time t
be of the order of 1–10 msec. In the absence of a
synaptic inputs, we can distinguish between anoscillatory
regimesI0 . 1d in which each neuron independently fire
at regular intervals of periodT0  lnsI0yfI0 2 1gd, and an
excitableregimesI0 , 1d in which each neuron requires a
additional stimulus before it can fire. We restrict ourselv
here to the excitable regime by settingI0  0. (Oscillatory
IF networks are studied in some detail elsewhere [9].) T
synaptic current is taken to be of the form

Isx, td  g
Z `

2`

Wsx 2 x0dEsx0, td dx0, (2)

whereEsx, td is the input at timet due to the firing of the
presynaptic neuron atx, g is a positive coupling parame-
ter, andWsxd is taken to be positive, symmetric, and
monotonically decreasing function ofjxj with

R`

0 Wsxd 3

dx , `. Typical choices for such a weight function
areWsxd  s2ps2d21y2e2x2y2s2

(Gaussian) andWsxd 
s2sd21e2jxjys (exponential). For concreteness, we choo
the exponential function, although our basic results will n
depend on the precise form ofWsxd

We define a solitary wave solution of Eqs. (1) and (
to be one for which

Esx, td  Jst 2 xycd , (3)

wherec is the velocity of the wave andJstd is the wave
profile with Jstd  0 for all t # 0. The physical inter-
pretation of such a solution is that each neuron fires on
with the neuron atx firing at timeT sxd  xyc (up to an
arbitrary constant reflecting translation invariance). T
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2979
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functionJstd represents the linear response of a neuron
an incoming spike idealized as a Dirac delta-function (s
below). In order to determine the velocityc of a soli-
tary pulse, we substitute Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), an
then integrate with respect tot over the interval2` , t #

T sxd  xyc. This generates a self-consistency conditio
for c of the form

1  g
Z `

0
Wsxde2xyc

Z xyc

0
etJstd dt dx . (4)

This is equivalent to the self-consistency condition derive
in Ref. [8]. We can explicitly integrate overx and t in
Eq. (4) by Fourier expandingJstd and using the analyticity
properties ofeJsvd 

R`

2` e2ivtJstd dt, namely, thateJsvd
is analytic in the lower-half complexv plane sinceJstd 
0 for t # 0. After performing a contour integral we arrive
at the useful result

1 
gc

2s1 1 cd
eJs2icd . (5)

The (local) asymptotic stability of a solitary wave can b
determined by considering perturbations of the firing time
[10]. Suppose thatT sxd  xyc 1 usxd with usxd  fsxd
for x # 0 and fsxd a prescribed, bounded function on
s2`, 0g. Asymptotic stability then corresponds to the con
dition usxd ! 0 asx ! ` for arbitrary nonuniform initial
datafsxd. Integrate Eq. (1) over the intervals2`, T sxdg
and expand the resulting nonlinear integral equation
first order inusxd. Substitution of a solution of the form
usxd  elx into the linearized integral equation then yield
the characteristic equationZ `

0
fe2lx 2 1gWsxdfsxycd dx  0 , (6)

where

fstd 
Z t

0
e2st2tdJ 0std dt , (7)

andJ 0 denotes differentiation with respect tot. Asymp-
totic stability holds if all nonzero solutionsl of Eq. (6)
have a negative real part. Such solutions depend indirec
on the couplingg via the speedc, which satisfies Eq. (5).
Equation (6) can be evaluated along identical lines to t
analysis of Eq. (5). If we setl  a 1 ib and expand
equation (6) into real and imaginary parts, then we obta
the pair of equations

H1sa, bd ; RePsc 1 a 1 ibd 2 Pscd  0 , (8)

H2sa, bd ; 2Im Psc 1 a 1 ibd  0 , (9)

where

Pszd 
z

s1 1 zd
eJs2izd . (10)

Note thatPszd is real whenz is real, andPszd ! 0 as
jzj ! `.
2980
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It is clear from the above analysis that both the existen
and stability of a solitary pulse depend crucially on th
properties of the linear response functionJstd. There are
a number of possible contributions toJstd. These include
the finite transmission time for the propagation of a spi
along an axon, the time-dependent opening and clos
of ionic conductance channels in the postsynaptic me
brane, and diffusion of the postsynaptic potential alo
the dendritic tree of a neuron. These various features
be taken into account at the simplest level by assuming
Jstd has the general form

Jstd  J0st 2 tadust 2 tad , (11)

whereta is a typical discrete axonal delay,Qstd  1 if
t $ 0 and is zero otherwise, andJ0std, t $ 0, is a uni-
modal function of time withJ0s0d  0. We denote the
time at whichJ0std reaches its maximum bytmax, tmax .

0, and refer to the synaptic coupling as either fast or sl
according to whethertmax is small or large. A com-
mon representation of the time-dependent variation
membrane conductance is the so-called alpha function,
which J0std  a2te2at wherea is the inverse rise time
with the time to peaktmax  a21. (This particular case
was studied in Ref. [8].) The effects of dendritic pro
cesses can be incorporated by takingJ0std to be the
Green’s function of the associated cable equation. T
latter describes the diffusive effects of passive membra
on the spread of synaptic currents along the dendritic t
of a neuron [11]. Suppose, for simplicity, that each ne
ron consists of a soma or cell body where spike genera
occurs, which is connected resistively to the end of
semi-infinite uniform dendritic cable. As a further sim
plification, suppose that all synapses are located at a fi
position j0, 0 # j0 , ` on the dendritic cable indepen
dently of the positions of the interacting neurons. Solvi
the resulting cable equation then leads to the result

J0std  Gsj0, td ;
e2tytd

p
pDt

e2j
2
0 y4Dt , (12)

where td is the membrane time constant of the cab
and D is the diffusivity. The Green’s functionGsj, td
determines the membrane potential response at the
of the cable due to an instantaneous injection of u
current at pointj at timet. It follows from Eq. (12) that
tmax  tdf21 1

p
1 1 4j2

0ysDtdd gy4.
We now investigate the existence and stability of solita

pulses as a function of the time to peaktmax of the dendritic
response function (12) and the axonal delayta. First,
Fourier transform Eqs. (11) and (12) to obtain

eJsvd 
1

p
1 1 iv

e2
p

11iv j0e2ivta , (13)

where we have settd  D  1. Using Eqs. (5) and
(13), we plot solutionscsgd for various values ofj0 and
ta in Fig. 1. It can be seen that there exists a critic
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FIG. 1. Variation of the speedc of a traveling pulse (in
units of

p
Dytd ) as a function of the synaptic couplingg

for different values of the dendritic coordinatej0 (in units
of

p
Dtd ) and axonal delayta. (a) j0  0.0; (b) j0  0.1;

(c) j0  0.5. For fixedta and j0, there exists a fast solution
branchC1 and a slow solution branchC2.

coupling g  gssj0, tad such that there are no solitary
wave solutions forg , gs and two solutions forg . gs.
Moreover, whenj0  0 (synapses are proximal to the
soma) andta  0, the velocity exhibits a power scaling
law given by c , g2 for large c. This contrasts with
the square-root lawc , p

g found previously for synaptic
delays [8].

The stability of the fast and slow solution branche
displayed in Fig. 1 can be determined from the followin
theorem:

Theorem 1.—Let C1 andC2 denote, respectively, the
fast and slow solution branchesc  c6sgd, g $ gs, of
the self-consistency condition (5) for the velocity of
solitary pulse, assuming a unimodal response functionJstd
satisfying Eq. (11). Heregs is the critical coupling for the
existence of a solitary wave. Denote the time to peak
J0std by tmax. The following stability results then hold:
(i) The branchC2 is unstable for alltmax andta. (ii) The
branchC1 is stable for alltmax in the case of zero axonal
delays,ta  0. (iii) In the case of large axonal delays an
fast synapses (smalltmax), there exists a Hopf bifurcation
point gh such thatc1sgd is stable (unstable) forg . gh

(gs # g , gh).
We shall sketch the proof of this theorem. First, diffe

entiation of Eq. (8) with respect toa and Eq. (5) with re-
spect toc shows thatg2≠H1sa, 0dy≠aja0  2c2dgydc.
Hence,≠Hsa, 0dy≠aja0 . 0 when dgydc , 0, that is,
when c [ C2. Since lima!` H1sa, 0d ; 2Pscd , 0, it
follows thatHsa, 0d must cross the positivea axis at least
once whenc [ C2. This implies thatHsa, 0d  0 has at
least one solution fora . 0 and, hence, that the branch
C2 is unstable. Second, since the delay kernelJ0std of
Eq. (11) is unimodal with a maximum attmax, it follows
that the functionfstd of Eq. (6) is also unimodal with a
maximum att  tmax such thatfstd . 0 for 0 , t ,

tmax. Since Wsxd is a monotonically decreasing func
s
g

a

of

d

r-

-

tion of x, it follows from Eq. (8) thatH1sa, bd , 0 for
all a . 0 andb $ 0 whenctmax is sufficiently large. In
other words, the branchC1 is stable in the large-c limit.
It can also be established thatHsa, 0d  0 does not have
any positive definite solutions whenc [ C1 so that the
upper branch is stable with respect to static bifurcation
The proof is completed by establishing conditions for th
occurrence of a Hopf instability on the upper branch. Th
requires searching for solutionsa  0, b fi 0 of Eqs. (8)
and (9) [12]. We shall carry this out explicitly forJ0std
given by Eq. (12) andtmax ! j0. Similar results hold for
an alpha-function response withtmax ! a21.

Let ch denote the largest velocity for which a solutio
a  0, b fi 0 of Eqs. (8) and (9) exists. Also setcs 
c6sgsd, which is the critical velocity at which the two
solution branchesC6 meet. In Fig. 2, we plot the critical
velocitiescssj0d andchsj0d as a function of the dendritic
coordinatej0 and various delaysta. For a given delayta,
c [ C1 if c . cssj0d andc [ C2 if c , cssj0d. It can
be seen from Fig. 2 that forta . ta ø 0.5 there exists
a critical pointj0 such thatcssj0d . chsj0d for j0 . j0
and cssj0d , chsj0d for j0 , j0. The crossover points
in the particular casesta  0.75 andta  1.0 are labeled
by A and B, respectively. Suppose that we now reduc
c or, equivalentlyg, along the branchC1 for fixed j0
and ta . 0. For j0 , j0 (fast synapses), we find tha
a Hopf bifurcation occurs at a critical couplinggh such
that c1sghd  chsj0d and solitary waves are unstable fo
all c , chsj0d. On the other hand, ifj0 . j0 (slow
synapses) then the branchC1 remains stable until it merges
with the unstable lower branchC2 at c  cssj0d.

Our analysis of solitary pulses is easily extended
two-dimensional networks. Consider a plane wave prop
gating in the directionn with speedc. That is, the neuron

0.5 1 1.5 2
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0.8

1

c

ξ0

τa = 0

A

B

cs(ξ0)

ch(ξ0)

(a)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Plot of critical velocitiescssj0d (solid curves) and
chsj0d (dashed curves) as a function of the dendritic coordina
j0 and various axonal delaysta. (a) ta  0.5; (b) ta  0.75;
(c) ta  1.0. The critical velocitycssj0d determines the point
at which the fast and slow wave branchesC6 of Fig. 1
bifurcate. For fixedta and j0, the fast branchC1 undergoes
a Hopf bifurcation at the critical velocitychsj0d if and only if
chsj0d . cssj0d. Same units as Fig. 1.
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at positionr  sx, yd fires once at timeT srd  n ? ryc.
The speedc satisfies the self-consistency condition [se
Eq. (4)]

1  g
Z

R
Wsjrjde2n?rycQsn ? rd

Z n?ryc

0
etJstd dt d2r .

(14)

The stability of such a wave can be analyzed by consi
ering perturbations of the firing times as in the deriva
tion of Eq. (6). Suppose thatn  s1, 0d and takeT srd 
xyc 1 usrd. Linearizing the resulting integral equation
for the perturbationsusrd and taking usrd  elx1ip?r,
p  sp1, p2d, we obtain a characteristic equation forl:Z

R
Wsjrjd se2lx2ip?r 2 1dfsxycdQsxd d2r . (15)

For reasonable choices of the weight kernelW one finds
fast and slow wave solutions of Eq. (14) along simila
lines to the one-dimensional case, and the stability resu
of theorem 1 still hold.

Another interesting extension of our work is to the
case of periodic wave trains. In one dimension, thes
correspond to solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2) of the form
Esx, td 

P
m[Z Jft 2 sm 1 kxdT g whereT is the period

of the wave andk is the wave number. The speed of
the wave isc  skT d21. Such a solution can also be
interpreted as a phase-locked state in which all the neuro
fire at regular intervalsT such that themth firing time
of the neuron atx is Tmsxd  sm 1 kxdT [9]. Solving
Eqs. (1) and (2) generates dispersion curves of the for
T  T skd. It turns out that ifg . gs where gs is the
critical coupling for the existence of solitary pulses (see
e.g., Fig. 1), then there are three corresponding dispers
curves. Two of these are the continuations of the fa
and slow solitary wave solutions, which are recovere
in the long-wavelength limitk ! 0, T ! ` such that
limk! cskd  c, where c is the velocity of a solitary
wave satisfying Eq. (5). The third dispersion curve is th
continuation of the synchronous statek  0. This will be
discussed in more detail elsewhere [13].

We end by briefly discussing some related work o
waves in excitable two-dimensional neural system
Kistler et al. have recently analyzed solitary waves an
periodic wave trains in an excitable network based on th
so-called spike response model [14], which is essential
an integrated version of the IF model studied in thi
Letter. A number of differences emerge between the
treatment and our own. First, they effectively take th
activity of a solitary pulse propagating in thex direction
to be Esx, td  c21Jst 2 xycd rather than Eq. (3). The
additional factor of c21 results in only one solution
branch forc  csgd rather than two as found by ourselves
and by Ermentrout [8]. It is not clear that there is any
biophysical justification for this additional factor given
2982
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the interpretation ofJstd as an impulse response function
Second, their stability analysis is mainly based on studyi
changes in local field potentials, which is not sufficient
guarantee asymptotic stability with respect to more gene
perturbations of the firing times as considered here.
particular, it does not take into account the full spectru
of the linearized firing time map, which is crucial in
establishing the occurrence of Hopf instabilities (see a
Ref. [9]). The numerical results presented in Ref. [1
do, however, reveal a rich repertoire of geometrical wav
such as spirals and target patterns, which certainly warr
further study. (Spiral waves have also been generated
IF networks [15].)
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